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Whyte steam locomotive notation
Steam locomotives are commonly described using the notation originally developed by
engineer F. M. Whyte and in common use throughout the twentieth century. The first
digit indicates the number of small wheels at the leading end of the locomotive and
helping to support the weight of the cylinders and provide guidance on curves. The
second digit indicates the number of driving wheels (usually of larger diameter) that
transmit the power of the locomotive to the track. The final digit indicates the number
of trailing wheels helping to support the weight of the firebox and cab. Letters following
the digits indicate the means by which the locomotive carries its water – no letter means
a tender locomotive, WT means well-tank, ST saddle tank and T side tank. For example,
2-4-0T describes a locomotive with two leading wheels, four coupled wheels, no trailing
wheels and carrying its water in side tanks.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
This report examines the history, condition and integrity of former
Victorian Railways steam locomotive Y112. The locomotive is owned by
the Sovereign Hill Museums Association and is currently leased to
Steamrail Victoria.
Locomotive Y112 is of State significance in Victoria because it is
historically significant as a rare surviving artefact of a privately-owned
Victorian locomotive builder and the only one in operational condition. In
addition, the locomotive is a rare practical demonstration of the
protectionist policy pursued by Victoria in the late nineteenth century. It
is also an artefact of the railway “boom and bust” period of great
importance to the economic history of the State.
Regionally, it is
important to telling the story of heavy engineering as part of the
development of the City of Ballarat. Y112 is aesthetically significant as an
excellent example of a period when locomotive development in Victoria
was principally influenced by British design principles. With its motion
almost entirely hidden within the frames and its symmetrical wheel
arrangement, it presents the clean lines typical of British locomotives of
the period with minor adaptations to the cab to better suit it to local
conditions. Y112 is scientifically significant for presenting the opportunity
to further study the metallurgy and engineering principles of a locally built
locomotive, especially in relation to the frames. It also demonstrates the
changes made to the locomotive to adapt it to the changing needs of the
Victorian Railways. Further, it is significant as a rare surviving example
built by the third-largest privately-owned manufacturer of railway
locomotives in Australia. Y112 is socially significant as a testament to the
pride of workmanship embodied in the products of the Phoenix Foundry, a
significant employer of Ballarat labour from 1856 to 1906. The Phoenix
Foundry is principally remembered in Ballarat by the naming of significant
places close to the City centre, and the survival of just four complete
locomotives (of which Y112 is the only operational example) enhances
this link.
Finally, the report makes the recommendation that the locomotive
continue to be maintained in an operational condition until such time as
major work is required on the locomotive frames.
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Background and context
Y112 is the oldest operating steam locomotive in Victoria. It was
manufactured in Ballarat at the Phoenix Foundry in 1889, and is an
artefact of regional heavy industry and railway development in Victoria at
the end of the nineteenth century. It is also a fine example of locomotive
engineering of the period. It is an important element in telling the story
of the development of regional Victoria and the importance of railways in
the industrial and agricultural hinterlands around the goldfields.
This significance assessment will establish locomotive Y112's importance,
and provide essential information for the future management regime for
the engine. The locomotive is currently operating on lease to SteamRail
which is providing very effective conservation and a well-managed
operating regime to ensure the engine is kept in good order. In time,
when it may become necessary to retire the engine from operations, the
locomotive will be on permanent display in the Gold Museum, Ballarat. A
comprehensive signifiance assessment will enable appropriate
interpretation of the loco's importance and heritage.
Tim Sullivan
Deputy CEO and Museums Director
Sovereign Hill Museums Association
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A brief history of locomotive construction in Victoria
Australia’s first steam-powered railway was constructed in Victoria in
1853 to link Melbourne with its then principal port of Sandridge. While
locomotives on order from England were still on the water, a primitive
engine was locally improvised from a railway truck and a pile-driving
engine to distribute rails and sleepers. When it became apparent that the
English locomotives would not arrive in time for the opening of the
railway, a locomotive was constructed in Melbourne in a mere ten weeks
by Robertson, Martin, Smith & Company using a boiler built by Langland’s
Foundry. This was the first true locomotive to operate an opened line
under steam in Australia and was used for the inauguration of the railway
service on 12 September 1854.
At least another seven private railway companies entered the market
shortly afterwards as Victoria enjoyed its own small version of the English
railway boom. This occasioned the construction of two more locally-built
locomotives, the Ariel, a vertical-boilered four-wheeled inspection engine
built in 1856 by Walker & Munro of Geelong for the Geelong & Melbourne
Railway Company, and the First Victorian [sic], a conventional fourcoupled engine built by Enoch Chambers of Prahran in 1862 for the Mount
Alexander & Murray River Railway Company. The latter locomotive
incorporated some parts imported as spares for a railway contractor’s
English-built engine. All of these private railway companies struggled to
be profitable, and were purchased one-by-one by the Victorian
government to rescue the lines already opened or under construction.1
When the Victorian government was taking over the struggling private
companies between 1856 and 1879, it acquired a wide range of imported
locomotives built by Robert Stephenson & Coy, George England & Coy, R.
& W. Hawthorn & Coy, and Slaughter Grüning & Coy. From 1857, the
government began importing engines of its own from George England &
Coy, Beyer, Peacock & Coy, and the Yorkshire Engine Coy. The engines
were assembled at the 1858 Williamstown workshops of the Victorian
Railways. Mr. William Meikle, Superintendent of Locomotives for the
Victorian Railways from 1871 to 1877, supervised the construction of the
first government-built locomotive, “No.100” completed at the
Williamstown Workshops in 1873. It was followed by two others, but the
Williamstown shops were built on a constricted section of land and
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expanding the workshops further was out of the question at that location.
No further locomotives were built there.2
The 1860s, when what would become the Victorian Railways was
swallowing up the private companies with increasing momentum, may be
characterised as a period of political upheaval, starting with a goldinduced recession as the alluvial was worked out and capital was required
to chase the elusive yellow metal underground. The 1860s also ended
with a recession, paradoxically induced by too much capital being wasted
on worthless mines and speculation in mining scrip. It was also the
decade of the “free-traders” versus the “protectionists”. With the
protectionists championed by David Syme of The Age, styled “The Father
of Protection in Australia”, they prevailed in Victoria until Federation,
despite a counter-campaign waged by The Argus and opposition from
most of the other Australian States. In 1871, a tariff was imposed on
machinery of all kinds imported into Victoria in an attempt to protect local
manufacture. In 1871, the Phoenix Foundry of Ballarat won the first of
several contracts for the construction of locomotives for the Victorian
Railways just as work for the mining industry was beginning to tail off.
While locomotives continued to be imported, the pendulum was starting
to swing towards local manufacture.
As historian Michael Cannon has pointed out, the 1880s “was a dispiriting
chapter in Victorian political morality”. Railway operations were subject
to both overt and covert political interference. This ranged from obtaining
employment for friends and relatives in the railway department to the
survey of lines through areas where land was owned by politicians, and
even advance notice of where lines were to be built in order that land
which would increase in value could be purchased. The railway boom
began when Tommy Bent became Minister of Railways in 1881. His
profligacy in committing Treasury funds to new railways knew no bounds,
and led to the defeat of Bryan O’Loghlen’s government in 1883. The
incoming government of James Service reacted by placing the
administration of the railways at arm’s-length with the appointment of
Richard Speight, formerly of the Midland Railway in the UK, as Chief
Commissioner of the Victorian Railways. Speight set about standardising
the motley collection of locomotives that the Victorian Railways had
acquired from the private companies it had absorbed by ordering pattern
engines for a number of classes. He rid the railways of nepotism, but
then stumbled under the influence of the politicians. It was Speight who
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gave operational legitimacy to the politically-motivated “Octopus Act” of
1884 which authorised a huge expansion of the railway network.3
New lines required more locomotives, more goods wagons, more
passenger carriages, and more maintenance. Private manufacturing
companies had little hope of keeping up with the boom so, in 1884, the
Victorian government authorised the construction of huge new railway
workshops at Newport to replace the cramped facilities at Williamstown.
Initially these workshops were to concentrate on maintenance but,
inevitably, construction soon became more important, first for rolling
stock and, later, for locomotives. The new workshops were substantially
completed in 1888.4
The inevitable crash was ushered in with a series of industrial disputes
beginning in late 1888. Companies and banks tumbled one after another
between the middle of 1891 and the middle of 1892. British speculators
grew nervous of Australian investments and capital became unobtainable.
Railway construction, which has been such a prominent feature of the
boom, all but ceased. Contractors, including railway and locomotive
builder David Munro, became insolvent. Thousands were unemployed.
Many were evicted from their homes, and starvation stalked the streets.
The situation did not begin to improve until 1894. The recovery was slow
as laws were reformed and corruption rooted out.5 Railway construction
took a long time to recover, few new locomotives were required and, after
the crash, the status of the Victorian Railways’ workshops reigned almost
unchallenged as the preferred supplier of new rolling stock. Between
1894, when it produced its first locomotive and the delivery of its last
steam locomotive (N432) in 1951, the Newport Workshops built some 536
steam locomotives, only 57 more than the total produced by Australian
firms for the Victorian Railways during the steam era. (Appendix 2 has
comparative analysis of all major Australian steam locomotive builders. A
substantial number of locomotives were also imported from mainly British
firms, but some from the USA).
The Victorian Railways was not the only customer for Victorian-built
locomotives. The Phoenix Foundry of Ballarat completed five locomotives
for a timber company and a number of railway contractors between 1871
and 1886. In February 1871 the first small narrow-gauge industrial
locomotive built in Victoria was delivered to its new owners. A diminutive
0-4-0 built to the gauge of 2-ft 6-in, it was constructed by the Atlas
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Company of Engineers in Melbourne for a Guano mine on Maldon Island.6
The exercise was repeated for a West Gippsland timber tramway with a
vertical-boilered locomotive on four wheels constructed by A. Lugton and
Sons in 1886.7 Thereafter Victorian construction of industrial steam
locomotives virtually ceased – an unsuccessful geared locomotive by
Alfred Harman of Port Melbourne in 1927 and a couple of examples
cobbled together from existing locomotive parts in the same year saw the
end of Victorian steam locomotive construction outside of the Victorian
Railways workshops. This left the mantle of the greatest contributor to
non-government locomotive construction in Victoria to Ballarat’s famed
Phoenix Foundry.

Above: Plate from Phoenix-built Victorian Railways D122, constructed in
1888 at the height of the land, share and railway boom and sold to the
Kerang and Koondrook tramway in 1920. The locomotive was repurchased by the Victorian Railways in 1948 and later scrapped. The
plate is preserved at the ARHS Railway Museum at Williamstown.
Photo: Peter Evans
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The Phoenix Foundry of Ballarat

Local manufacture of spare parts for machines used in the mining
industry became important almost from the time that the first steam
engine arrived in Ballarat in 1854. Most parts delivered in the era before
standardisation were individually fitted on the spot, and no list of
dimensions posted to Melbourne or Geelong could overcome the need for
local engineering skills, or the urgency to receive the part. With mines
heavily dependent on their pumps to keep the workings dry, speed in
making repairs was of the essence. The first foundry at Ballarat was the
Victoria, established by G. Oakey, Creber & Company in 1856, and
certainly the first to advertise in the local press later that same year.8 At
that time, there were approximately 35 engines on the Ballarat goldfield.
As the number of steam engines grew, so too did the number of
foundries, reaching ten by 1861 when the number of engines in use had
risen to 342. Most of these firms had their origins in humble blacksmiths
shops producing replacement parts for engines imported onto the
goldfields. As the mining industry expanded, so too did the number of
engineering establishments and the complexity of the facilities which they
could offer. Manufacturing of entire engines, boilers, pumps and crushing
machinery soon came to outweigh the business obtainable by repairing
existing engines only.9
One of the firms diversifying into manufacture was the Phoenix Foundry.
Its founder, William Henry Shaw, had been apprenticed to Gray Brothers
Foundry in Belfast, Ireland, and arrived in Victoria in 1854 in the quest for
gold. During the voyage he met up with Richard Carter and George
Threlfell, engine smiths of Lancashire. The three were to re-unite in
Ballarat in 1855 and, with Robert Holden, they commenced an
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engineering business under the name of Richard Carter & Company
(naming rights were drawn from a hat). Shaw was appointed as manager
and the works opened in Armstrong Street in February 1856 was styled
the Phoenix Foundry.10
Phoenix Foundry was a popular name for such an enterprise. The Phoenix
is a mythical bird which has its origins in a number of cultures along a
universal theme of a bird of great age building a nest in which to die, only
to have the nest catch fire with the bird being re-born from the flames.
The myth may have its origins in the Flamingo of Africa and its habit of
laying its eggs on small raised mounds on hot salt flats. The word
Phoenix carries connotations of both immortality and transmutation by
fire, much as metal is re-born and re-shaped under the hammer of the
blacksmith or in the furnace of the iron-founder. The Phoenix Foundry of
Ballarat had contemporaries of the same name in both Great Britain and
the United States. Australian locomotive builder Clyde Engineering used
the Phoenix as its emblem, James Martin & Co operated a Phoenix
Foundry in South Australia, Springall, Frost & Coy operated the Phoenix
Engine Coy in Queensland, Cochrane & Scott operated a Phoenix Foundry
in North Melbourne and, even today, a Phoenix Foundry casts bronze
plaques in Uralla, NSW. In addition, The Victorian Railways used the
Phoenix as the symbol of its rebirth following the Second World War.11
The Phoenix Foundry of Ballarat prospered on the back of the mining
industry and, by 1861, employed 96 hands.12 On entering the works from
Armstrong Street the visitor first observed the crane provided for lifting
masses of metal weighing up to ten tons from the drays in which it was
delivered. Nearby were the stacks of raw material from which various
pieces of machinery were fashioned. To the right was the large engine
room and boiler house with its 50-ft tall brick stack. The engine had a
cylinder 18½-inches in diameter, was of 30-nhp, and drove all the
machine tools within the works. Further on was the fitting shop 60-ft by
30-ft with benches fitted with vices along both long walls. Also in this
building were the metal-working machines, including a Smith, Beacock
and Tannett of Leeds lathe and a screw-cutting machine built by the same
company, a vertical boring machine, and a planing machine. At the
extremity of the building was the blacksmiths shop with five furnaces and
a number of cranes each capable of transferring up to three tons of hot
metal between the furnaces and the anvils. The draught for the furnaces
was provided by a fan, the speed of which could be regulated to give just
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the correct amount of blast. The moulding shop ran at right angles to the
fitting shop, and castings up to three tons in weight could be produced
from the cupola in one corner. A smaller furnace was provided for drying
the sand brought from Mount Pleasant for the moulds and the cores. A
tramway ran the length of the building to carry long cores for piping and
an overhead crane allowed the finished castings to be lifted from the
moulds. Above the moulding shop worked the pattern makers. Outside
was a yard for the storage of finished and part-finished machinery as well
as the large rolls for bending plates and a punching and shearing
machine. A two-storied building in the south-west corner of the yard
stored patterns for every imaginable part for pumping and crushing
machines, and opposite this was a stable for the two horses employed at
the works.13
In November 1870 there was a major change to the structure of the
business. The Phoenix Foundry Company Limited was registered under
the Companies Act 1864 to purchase from Richard Carter, Robert Holden
and William Shaw the assets of R. Carter & Coy, including the freehold
land, goodwill, stock in trade, machinery, tools and furniture. The capital
of the new Company was to be £10,000 in 1,000 shares of £10. Initially,
105 shares were taken up:
Robert Holden, Engineer
John Leslie Dawson, Engineer
Gilbert Duncan, Publican
Adam Smith
Thomas Bodycomb, Pattern Maker
N. Collins Smith
Daniel Brophy, Publican (MLA from 1877)

120 shares
20 shares
5 shares
5 shares
10 shares
20 shares
5 shares

The shareholders could either rent the premises and machinery for £720
per annum or, within five years, issue to Richard Carter, Robert Holden
and William Shaw a total of 450 shares fully paid-up. It seems that the
latter option was chosen, and the number of shareholders grew steadily
until the whole of the capital was fully taken up. Most of the shareholders
were Ballarat-based and seem to have included several of the firm’s own
workmen who might hold as little as one or two shares.14
With the restructuring completed, the Phoenix Foundry’s first steam
locomotive was built in 1871 for the Rockingham Jarrah Timber Company
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of Western Australia, a company established with finance from Ballarat.15
It might seem that the manufacture of locomotives in a predominantly
mining district was an anomaly, but Ballarat almost from its inception as
an engineering centre had a proud history of locomotive manufacture.
The Ballarat firm of Hunt & Opie (the new owners of the Victoria Foundry)
built the locomotive Lady Barkly in November 1861 for James R. Davies, a
civil engineer working on the Geelong-Ballarat railway construction. It
was to Davies’16 patent design and, in 1863, became the first steam
locomotive to run on the Oreti railway linking Invercargill and Makarewa
in the South Island of New Zealand. Two subsequent locomotives for the
same railway were built in Ballarat in 1864 by Thomas Robinson &
Company’s Soho Foundry.17 The next locomotive to be built in Ballarat
was the aptly named Ballaarat, an 0-4-0WT completed in March 1871 by
James Hunt’s Victoria Foundry, successors to Hunt & Opie. It became the
first steam locomotive to work in Western Australia (albeit on a timber
tramway) and is “preserved” in a park in Busselton. The Victoria Foundry
was absorbed by the Phoenix Foundry in 1873. Ballaarat was quickly
followed by the Rockingham Jarrah Timber Company’s Governor Weld,
built by the Phoenix Foundry with a boiler subcontracted to Walker’s
Union Foundry in Ballarat.18 The local timber industry also required
motive power. In early 1873 fitter John Dalziel, employed at the
Barkstead mill of Anderson Brothers, converted a Garrett traction or
portable engine to run on rails to haul logs to the mill. This was so
successful that a second locomotive was built by Walker’s Union Foundry
later that same year using a Marshall portable engine as the power
source.19 So the Phoenix Foundry and its contemporaries already had a
history of steam locomotive construction in Ballarat. The Phoenix
Foundry would ultimately go on to build 361 locomotives, 352 of which,
covering 20 classes, were for the Victorian Railways, the remainder being
almost exclusively for Victorian railway construction contractors.20
Nevertheless, Ballarat was poorly placed to become the Birmingham or
Leeds of Australia. Its main deficiencies were lack of raw materials,
chiefly iron and coal, and the distance those commodities would have to
be brought from Victoria’s seaports. This inevitably caused machinery
made in Ballarat to be more expensive than that made in a coastal city.
This was slightly offset by cheapness of delivery where the finished
product was destined for use in Ballarat or where it was ideally suited for
delivery by railway, like a locomotive or item of rolling stock. For a time,
it appeared that the lack of raw materials might be overcome by the
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development of iron ore and lignite (brown coal) deposits just south of
Ballarat at Lal Lal. The iron ore was discovered in 1857 and, in 1873, the
first of what would be a succession of companies was floated to develop
it. The Company was re-formed in 1874 with the support of the Phoenix
Foundry, and the small test furnace built as a result was first tapped in
1878. A second and larger furnace was built in 1880. The lignite, the
first discovered in Victoria, must have proved an early failure as a fuel, for
the Lal Lal Iron Company employed a large number of charcoal burners.
The iron produced proved to be hard, and very suitable for the casting of
stamper shoes. In early 1884, the Company completed a tramway
between the Lal Lal lignite siding and the smelter in an effort to reduce
production costs, but could still not compete with pig iron imported
cheaply as ballast in ships arriving empty from England. Its best year
proved to be 1883, when 600 tons was produced. 1884 started well, but
decline set in early. The Lal Lal Iron Company had started its own
foundry in Ballarat (The Tubal Cain) to manufacture pipes and other
materials and it may be that its customers objected to a supplier also
competing with them. Whatever the reason, a liquidator was appointed in
1889 and the Lal Lal Company never recovered.21 Iron and coal
continued to have to be railed to Ballarat, and this deficiency was
occasionally brought to notice by shortages of coal due to colliery strikes
in NSW.22
The key to the Phoenix Foundry’s success in locomotive construction (and
very likely also its ultimate downfall) lay the imposition of a tariff on
imported machinery. In this Victoria was virtually alone, the rest of the
Australian colonies being avowed free-traders except in the depths of the
depression of the 1890s. Following a downturn in mining in 1869-70
caused largely by over-speculation in mining scrip, the Victorian
Government in 1871 imposed a 10% tariff (quickly increased to 20%) on
imported machinery, partly in an effort to aid the local manufacturing
industry, but also as a way of increasing government revenue as railway
expenditure began to rapidly outstrip revenue from land sales. By 1873
the tariff had turned what had been a deficit into a useful surplus, and it
was further increased to 25% in 1879. For metal manufactures, this
extra protection was partially offset by the inflationary pressure on wages
as a result of a whole swag of other tariff increases. By 1892, the tariff
on metal manufactures has increased to 35% but it was soon realised
that this had become counter-productive and it was reduced to 30% in
1895. In 1901 the control of protective tariffs passed from the State
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government to the Federal government and trade between all states was
now tariff free.23 By the time the Federal government had finally sorted
out its protection measures for native industries the Phoenix Foundry had
already been consigned to history.
Initially, the Victorian quest for protection from overseas imports may
have been partially driven by the influence of Ballarat-elected politicians
in the legislature, although the tariff was not universally seen as a cure
for all the ills of local manufacture and, where materials and machinery
had to be imported, could be a double-edged sword. It was said that the
management of the Phoenix Foundry took the stance of free-traders
rather than protectionists, at least in the case of raw materials.24
Nevertheless, protection was to become very important for Victorian
engineering firms as the years wore on. As an example, Thompson
Brothers’ foundry in Castlemaine won substantial contracts for points and
crossings from the Victorian Railways, and the success of the foundry was
stated to have been impossible without the protection of the tariff.
(Appendix 3 examines the relationship between tariffs and employment in
Victorian manufactories).
In October 1871, basking in the early sunshine of protection from
imports, the Phoenix Foundry successfully tendered for a contract to build
ten locomotives for the Victorian Railways for £30,710. The tender was
won against substantial competition as there were two tenders from
Ballarat and three from Melbourne. A contract of this nature would
require an expansion of the works and the purchase of new machinery, so
Shaw was dispatched to England.25 Only one year later, approximately
£8,000 had been expended on expansion and improvements to the works
and locomotive construction was well underway, with one engine almost
complete and only waiting on imported wheels and axles to be provided
by the government.26
On 6 February 1873 the first item delivered under the contract was a
locomotive tender. This also provided a practical trial for the firm’s steam
lorry which delivered the tender from the works to the Ballarat railway
station.27 The steam lorry represented a substantial investment and the
input of much ingenuity from its designers. It consisted of a wrought-iron
frame about 30-ft long and 6-ft wide on which were fixed iron rails set to
the gauge of 5-ft 3-in to carry the rolling stock. The frame was supported
on four cast-iron wheels more than a foot wide, the smaller pair of which
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was steerable. At one end was a short locomotive boiler supplying steam
to cylinders beneath it and driving the larger set of wheels by means of
gearing. The lorry was fitted with a winding drum to draw a tender or
locomotive onto the rails, and one end could be raised or lowered using
steam pressure. The lorry, together with a Phoenix-built locomotive,
would later win a prize at the Melbourne International Exhibition of
1880.28
The first Phoenix locomotive for the Victorian Railways was delivered on 6
March 1873. It was hauled to the railway station in the early hours of the
morning on the firm’s steam lorry, the only problem en route being a
subsidence into the road metal opposite the St. Mungo hotel which
required some jacking-up and insertion of steel plates beneath the lorry
wheels. The locomotive was placed on the Victorian Railways metals
without further incident.29 By 2 April the engine had completed 1,000
miles under test, and a hand-over ceremony was organised complete with
a train-load of politicians and special guests hauled by the very engine
which had just been delivered. The train arrived in Ballarat about midday
on 2 April, and the invited guests were taken on a tour of the works to
see locomotives in the course of construction and to observe the 130
employees at work. The management of the Phoenix Foundry and their
invited guests then repaired to the Town Hall for a banquet and the usual
speech and toast making.30 The tenth and final engine concluding the
contract left the works in February 1874.31
This first group of ten locomotives built for the Victorian Railways would
later be classed “Q” and were a standard British design with inside
cylinders and six coupled wheels. They were handsome engines,
nicknamed by their engine drivers “Greenbacks” for their relatively unadorned green livery, and they arrived in time to coincide with the
opening of the North East railway to Wodonga, so saw much use on that
line. It was very likely a Phoenix Foundry Q-Class that featured as the
pilot engine for the police train that led to the destruction of the Kelly
gang at Glenrowan in June 1880.32
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Above: the first class of locomotive constructed for the Victorian Railways
was this handsome 0-6-0. Note the small square builder’s plate on the
cab side with which Phoenix-built engines were fitted until about 1880.
(Peter Evans collection)
Before the first contract for ten locomotives was even completed, a
contract for another fifteen to the value of £50,610 was signed. The first
batch of ten engines of the 0-6-0 goods variety had raised little
controversy; the second batch of engines would, however, cause the
Phoenix Foundry a great deal of pain. After the first euphoria of the gold
rushes had worn off, it was realised that expensively constructed lines like
those linking Melbourne with Ballarat and Bendigo could no longer be
afforded. Henceforth, railways would have to be more lightly (and
cheaply) constructed as recommended by a parliamentary select
committee in 1871. These lines would require lighter engines. Two such
engines were ordered from Beyer Peacock in England and, whilst these
were being built and shipped, Victorian Railways superintendant of
locomotives William Meikle had two to his own design constructed by the
Williamstown Workshops in 1873. It was these two locomotives that were
to form the pattern engines for the first nine of the fifteen ordered from
the Phoenix Foundry. These engines were less pleasing to the eye than
the Q-class, were badly balanced longitudinally, and little attention had
been paid to compensation for reciprocating masses. In short, they were
ugly and tended to waddle along the lightly-laid lines damaging them as
they went. They soon acquired the unfortunate nickname of
“Buzzwinkers”.33
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Above: A Phoenix-built “Buzzwinker”, later classed “U” by the Victorian
Railways. Courtesy Public Record Office Victoria, VPRS 12800/P1, item
H1083.
A piston failure in a Phoenix-built locomotive bringing workers from the
Williamstown Workshops to Ballarat to inspect the Phoenix works in late
December 1873 was the first public sign of trouble.34 This caused initial
concerns about the quality of the Phoenix locomotives to be aired in the
Melbourne press, concerns firmly rebutted by Phoenix manager William
Shaw in a letter to The Argus published on 8 September 1874. However,
the situation became more serious when the same concerns were raised
by the civil engineer for the Victorian Railways Thomas Higinbotham.
Thomas Higinbotham was brother to George Higinbotham, former editor
of The Argus, State attorney-general, and ostensibly a free-trader. It
seems likely Thomas shared at least some of his brother’s political views.
The primary issue was damage to the permanent way caused by the
“Buzzwinkers”, damage clearly not caused by the two Beyer Peacock
engines which arrived 1874 as further pattern engines for light line use.
Thomas Higinbotham’s preference was the importation of light line
pattern engines from the USA, as that country had successfully overcome
the challenges of building light line locomotives by the use of bogie trucks
and very flexible suspension arrangements. He contended that future
copies of these locomotives should only be built in the government
workshops. However, locomotive superintendant William Meikle had
expressed himself as happy with the Phoenix engines built to his design.
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When the matter was raised in the Victorian parliament on 12 December
1876 it became a political issue, and something had to be done.35 In
January 1877 The Argus called for an enquiry to be held and, only days
later, Phoenix manager William Shaw publicly welcomed such an action.36

Above: Fitting room at the Phoenix Foundry in 1873.
Below: Casting a cylinder.
State Library of Victoria images mp001923 and mp0011829.
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Above: locomotive construction at the Phoenix Foundry in 1882.
State Library of Victoria image mp008900
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The railway enquiry board report was published in full in The Argus of 22
March 1877. The Board, consisting of senior locomotive engineers from
the NSW, SA and Queensland railways, quite rightly separated the issues
of locomotive design and the quality of colonial manufacture. It
condemned the “Buzzwinkers” as unsuitable for light lines because of
their unbalanced gait and the punishing effect it had on the track.
However, this was tied strongly to Meikles’ design and less so to the
Phoenix Foundry’s workmanship and materials. The Board had made a
personal inspection of the Phoenix Foundry and its products, and agreed
that the workmanship did not quite meet the best British standards. Of
materials, it judged the Phoenix cast iron cylinders not as hard as good
locomotive practice would require. It also condemned the quality of some
of the brass castings and the depth of case-hardening of some parts.
Overall, the Phoenix Foundry was congratulated for its initiative and
honesty and its few faults were put down to inexperience and the quick
growth it had enjoyed. The government did not escape criticism from the
Board due to the provision of faulty designs and supervision and the lack
of any effort to assist the Phoenix Foundry to improve its product. The
Board also confirmed that, by its rough calculations in cost per ton,
locomotives made by the Phoenix Foundry were more expensive than
those which might have been obtained in England, even when the cost of
transport and erecting them on arrival was taken into account.37
The Phoenix Foundry escaped the enquiry with its reputation (and its
valuable contracts) largely intact. However, the enquiry was not without
consequences for others. Locomotive superintendant William Meikle
appears to have fallen on his own sword and taken the option of early
retirement in March 1877 even whilst the Board was still sitting, while
William Cundy, government inspector of locomotives at the Phoenix
Foundry, was later summarily dismissed from railway service.38 In an
effort to improve the iron from which the cylinders were cast, a trial was
made of iron from the Eskbank ironworks in NSW.39
As the enquiry was handing-down its report the Phoenix Foundry was
delivering the first of the new locally-built passenger carriages based on
an American design. These were end-platform bogie cars with a central
corridor. The carriage was finished with varnished Cedar, Blackwood and
Huon Pine, with claret-coloured cloth upholstery and yellow trimmings.
Whilst the Melbourne press again found fault with the Victorian Railways
design of the car, it could not fault the Phoenix workmanship.40 The firm
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went on to build another forty railway carriages spread over a number of
classes (both bogie and rigid wheelbase), nine D-class guards vans and
101 M-class cattle wagons for the Victorian Railways. The bulk of this
work seems to have occurred in the period 1877-1879. Other Ballarat
rolling stock builders including Walker’s Union Foundry (by now Walker &
Hickman) adjoining the premises of the Phoenix Foundry. Quayle &
Williams and George Munro, both of Ballarat, were also involved in this
sector of the industry.41
Locomotives continued to be built at the Phoenix Foundry at an everincreasing rate. One, a 2-4-0 inside-cylindered passenger engine was
exhibited at the Melbourne International Exhibition in 1880 alongside one
from the Government workshops, both locomotives being awarded prizes
by the judges but attracting some criticism in the press for their
complexity and overdone finish. The newspaper article also pointed out
that the Phoenix Foundry now had some real local competition since
Robison Brothers entered the locomotive market.42 By this time the tariff
on imported locomotives and the raw materials for constructing them had
risen to 25%. Since the government did not pay duty on complete
locomotives or raw materials, this put the Phoenix Foundry and other
local manufacturers at a distinct price disadvantage. However,
arguments about supporting colonial manufacture and the urgent need for
more engines and rolling stock as the railway network rapidly expanded
during the 1880s won the day for the local manufacturers.43
The 100th Phoenix Foundry locomotive for the Victorian Railways was
delivered on 13 April 1883, and the Ballarat Star devoted almost an entire
page to the ensuing celebrations. A huge crowd estimated to number
20,000 took advantage of the Friday half-holiday and gathered in
Armstrong Street to mark the occasion. A special train bringing Victorian
Cabinet ministers to the ceremony arrived at 3:20 pm, and cabs conveyed
these and other invited guests to the works for a guided tour. At 4.00 pm
sharp the factory whistle blew, and the workmen downed-tools to join in
the celebration. The main entrance door was slid aside, and the gaily
decorated engine was revealed to the assembled throng to the strains of
“See the Conquering Hero Comes” from the band.
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Above: The delivery of the 100th Victorian Railways engine of the Phoenix
Foundry – an S-class based on a design by the Baldwin locomotive works
in the USA. State Library of Victoria image b21041.
The engine was driven forth and onto a newly-laid 600m line linking the
Foundry with the Victorian Railways sidings. (Used for the first time on
12 March, the tramway enabled locomotives to be delivered to the main
line under their own steam and the control of Phoenix Foundry
employees, where they were taken over by a Victorian Railways crew.
The gradient required the locomotives to make a “run” at the hill leading
to Mair Street). The locomotive was coupled to its tender, a first-class
carriage, and two trucks which had been placed on the line. After a
number of speeches, including one in which the protective tariff was
alluded to by Mr. Carnegie, the locomotive was officially Christened
“Victoria” with a bottle of Champagne by the wife of the Works manager,
Mrs. Shaw. Mr. William Shaw was then presented with an illuminated
address by the Mayor of Ballarat. Following this ceremony, the
locomotive, complete with its trainload of special guests, steamed away to
the railway station. After the train had departed, a special banquet in
honour of Mr. Shaw was staged in the Alfred Hall.44
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The Phoenix Foundry appears to have been a harmonious workplace. In
the early years, many of the employees were also shareholders, and were
prepared to accept half-wages in times when trade was dull.45 When the
Company grew, it employed many of the young men of Ballarat as
apprentices. These apprentices formed themselves into what they called
the “Phoenix School of Artisans”, small contributions from their wages
enabling them to rent a room and purchase educational materials for their
self-advancement. In this they were assisted by some of the more senior
employees acting as mentors.46 An apprenticeship at the Phoenix
Foundry gained its holder an entrance to employment in locomotive
workshops Australia wide.47 The Phoenix Foundry also supported its own
band, which played at the Portland Jubilee in November 1884 and at the
unveiling of the statue to Scottish poet Robbie Burns in the main street of
Ballarat in April 1887.48 Importantly, the Phoenix Foundry was also the
progenitor of other Ballarat engineering institutions – Morgan Bevan John
joined the Phoenix Foundry in 1878 and was in charge of the brassfounding for over 250 of the locomotives turned out by the Company. In
1896 he formed the firm of M. B. John which manufactured specialised
steam and other valves in Ballarat for more than a century. He and his
sons purchased the works of J. E. Cowley in 1912 and revitalised it as
Cowley’s Eureka Ironworks, another Ballarat engineering institution.49
Work in any foundry is, of course, of a dangerous nature, and accidents
an unfortunate but regular occurrence. Sometimes these were even
noticed in metropolitan newspapers. In February 1884 Thomas Middleton
had his arm broken when his clothes were caught in the drive belt of a
drilling machine, and Thomas Smith was critically injured when a beam
slipped as it was being forged into a hook under the steam hammer.50
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Above: the steam hammer in operation at the Phoenix Foundry.
State Library of Victoria image mp001924.
In 1885 Shaw was again dispatched to Great Britain for a second major
expansion of the Phoenix Foundry. He visited all the major locomotive
workshops in England and Scotland and selected a number of useful
labour-saving machines to be shipped back to Victoria. Steel castings
were coming into more widespread use at the time, but Shaw found they
were treated as a “trade secret”. Finally, he met a Mr. Mallabrand who
had worked with Sir Henry Bessemer for twenty five years. After parting
with £50 for instruction, Shaw was taught the secrets of steel casting and
even enabled to make a few small castings of his own which he bought
back with him to Ballarat.51 Whilst it would appear that the Phoenix
Foundry never ventured into steel-founding, no doubt Shaw had in mind
the ongoing battle his Company faced with delays in construction caused
by wheels and tyres still on their way to Australia. On his return to
Australia in May 1886, Shaw set about expanding the works in readiness
for the new machinery. A new and separate boiler shop was erected at a
cost of £2,500 and, by May 1887, all of the new machinery, including a
large hydraulic riveting machine was in place.52
By now the works was so busy that night shifts were being run at the
Foundry. Business must have been booming – dividends to shareholders
were rarely mentioned in either the Manager’s or Finance Committee’s
reports but, in January 1886, a dividend of £11 12s 0d per preferred
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share and £6 11s 5½d per ordinary share was recommended.53 The
Phoenix Foundry also looked outside of Victoria for orders. The NSW
Government advertised tenders for forty-four locomotives in 1887. The
Phoenix Foundry sought to be included in this process, but was told in no
uncertain terms that construction would be limited to firms based in NSW
only. Similarly, a locomotive was dispatched to the Adelaide Jubilee
International Exhibition in 1887 (where it won a medal), but in 1891 the
South Australian Government also refused to accept tenders for
locomotives unless they were built in Adelaide.54 Both NSW and SA may
have officially adopted a “free-trade” stance, but protectionism in another
form was clearly very much alive and well.
Despite these setbacks, work for the Victorian Railways continued apace.
A new cylinder boring and milling machine was imported in 1889 and this
may have led to two separate orders for a number of sets of locomotive
cylinders for delivery to the Newport workshops.55 Clearly, whatever
reservations the VR had about the hardness of Phoenix cylinders in 1877
was now rectified. Contract 3089 for thirty of what would become the Y
class locomotives was now up and running and the operation of night
shifts had again been instituted. Lack of wheel sets was again causing
delays and, in desperation, the management of the Phoenix foundry had
some steel castings (presumably wheel centres and tyres) made in
Melbourne at its own cost.56
Industrial harmony at the Phoenix Foundry was rudely shattered by a
strike in March and April 1889. The long boom of the 1880s was at its
end, and the first portents of the coming crash were on the horizon.
Unionism, which had arrived at the Phoenix Foundry in early 1888, was
the principle behind the strike, and the trigger was a matter of unpaid
overtime. The ironworkers’ assistants had always lit the furnaces at 7:15
am in readiness for a general start at 7:30 am, but were not paid for the
extra work which amounted to an hour and a half over a week. John
Sheldon, President of the local branch of the union, was first to be
dismissed for being absent from his work and spending time talking to the
men on union matters. He was quickly followed out the door by Collies,
Field and Smith when they refused the unpaid overtime by turning up for
work close to 7:30 am instead of at 7:15 am. On 22 March 1889 the
Ironworkers’ Assistants struck, throwing themselves and 150
sympathisers out of work. The Phoenix Foundry manager’s monthly
reports are coy about the causes of and the strategy employed to fight
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the strike – no doubt it was thought unwise to commit such things to
paper when a number of the employees were also small shareholders!
However, the root cause of what became the most extensive strike yet
outside of Melbourne appears to have been relatively simple. The
managers of the Phoenix Foundry objected to what they saw as a “stand
and deliver” demand in a log of claims served on them in January 1889
which had been formulated between Melbourne employers and Melbourne
workers and in which the Ballarat employers had not had the opportunity
to participate. When no reply was received from Phoenix management in
the month allowed, the Phoenix employees felt their claim was being
ignored. The question of unpaid overtime was selected as a trigger for
the strike, a trigger pulled by management themselves with the dismissal
of four of the most active agitators.57
At first the strike was orderly and it was expected to be short. After all,
the employment of 80 engineers, 40 boilermakers, 30 blacksmiths, 30
moulders, 110 ironworkers’ assistants, and nearly 200 ordinary labourers
and apprentices was at stake. Obstinacy on both sides, however, ensured
that the dispute dragged out for some time. Shaw wanted the men back
at work under the old terms of employment while the new log of claims
was discussed. He would re-employ the four men dismissed on receipt of
a letter expressing regret for their actions. A return to work was
scheduled for 3 April, but the men voted not to go back to work until the
claim for increased wages and overtime was settled. Time was on the
employer’s side. There was a clause in the contract with the Victorian
Railways which allowed for a three month delay in completion in the event
of a strike at the works, and the contract was already ahead of schedule.
They had tendered for that contract on the basis of a set scale of wages,
and would not compromise their profit by agreeing to something more
costly. On 15 April those employees not on strike found themselves
locked-out.58
The strike had already spread to the other two large foundries operating
in Ballarat, Hickman’s and Cowley’s, and attracted national press
coverage. It was rumoured that Phoenix Foundry Manager Shaw had
men from Melbourne standing by to break the strike, a charge he
vehemently denied. While this denial may have been truthful, for Shaw
was supposedly a believer that industrial associations made negotiation
easier for employers, it was also true that, with growing unemployment,
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200 applications for labouring work had been received by the Phoenix
Foundry in the preceding three months. By 15 April both the Phoenix and
Union Foundries had shut their doors, and Cowley’s was expected to
follow. This meant the loss of over £1,000 a week in wages to Ballarat
and, in addition, large numbers of other workers in Ballarat were stood
down. Rumours abounded that the Phoenix Foundry was about to be
moved to Melbourne, and even that Melbourne ironworkers wanted to
cripple the Ballarat foundries to ensure continued employment in the
metropolis. Despite this, the Phoenix Foundry and Hickman’s Union
Foundry re-opened on 1 May 1889 using a workforce of both union and
non-union labour. This was seen by the strikers as a direct attack on
their union membership, and caused a great deal of bitterness. Four
hundred strikers and their sympathisers assembled outside the Phoenix
Foundry, but behaved peaceably despite anger bubbling just beneath the
surface. By the end of May wiser heads had prevailed, and the remaining
union men returned to work alongside the non-unionists. The strike was
over and the workers had gained nothing.59 The relief of the
management was almost palpable. With the work on the Y-class
locomotives once again underway, Shaw noted that:
The friction which was naturally to be expected after the recent tension is
rapidly disappearing, and on the whole I believe the result will be greatly to
the advantage of this Company.60

However, there was an unanticipated consequence of the strike which
Shaw might not have foreseen. During the strike at least fifty skilled
tradesmen had left Ballarat to take up new jobs in Melbourne. Melbourne
metal manufacture was booming, and a Phoenix-trained worker was
always sure of a warm welcome. What this did for the skills pool of the
Phoenix Foundry is difficult to say, but it certainly could not have had a
positive effect.61
Locomotive production peaked at the Phoenix Foundry in 1889 when 36
locomotives were delivered – an average of three every month. From
here, it was all downhill. A maritime union strike in August 1890 led to a
shortage of coal, without which the foundry could not operate. It was
closed by 26 August and did not re-open until 24 November.62 The 1890s
economic depression was a severe blow to the metal trades in Ballarat.
General engineering work declined sharply; some of the foundries were
forced into bankruptcy, but many survived by strict management of costs
and by the upsurge in gold mining that invariably accompanies economic
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downturns. For those that had diversified away from mining (like the
Phoenix Foundry), the resurgence of mining was less helpful.63 At the
onset of the crash, business virtually disappeared and, at the Phoenix
Foundry, there was only three months worth of loco construction still on
the books by June 1890. To keep men employed, Cornish boilers aimed
at the mining market were being built for stock.64 In March 1891 the
capital of the Company was increased to £12,500 to help it stay afloat.65
Competition for all classes of engineering work became exceedingly keen,
so keen in fact that the Phoenix Foundry found that tender-winning prices
for mining boilers were so low that they must be built at a loss.66 A
tender for fifty new E-class tank engines for goods trains in 1891
attracted bids from Wright & Edwards, Robison Brothers, David Munro &
Company and the Phoenix Foundry. The tender of David Munro beat that
of the Phoenix Foundry by only £204 in total – a little over £4 per
locomotive.67 David Munro’s Chairman was the Speaker of the Legislative
Assembly, Tommy Bent, and there were rumours that the Company had
bid so low that there was a strong possibility of making a loss on the
contract.68 The parliament decided to split the contract evenly between
the Phoenix Foundry and David Munro & Company – twenty-five
locomotives each.69 Fifteen of the Phoenix and five of the Munro
locomotives would later be found surplus to Victorian Railways
requirements and would be sold to the South Australian railways to
become their second M-class.70
In 1892 the Phoenix Foundry received an order for three steam tram
motors for Bendigo at £970 each.71 This windfall was unfortunately offset
by a serious accident at the works. On 6 June 1891, the nightwatchman
at the Phoenix Foundry was taken ill, and his replacement fired-up the
boilers for the start of the working week without first ascertaining if they
contained sufficient water. All three boilers were seriously damaged, the
cost for repairs being estimated at £1000 to £1200 exclusive of the loss
through the stoppage of the works. One boiler was quickly repaired to
provide enough power to get a small part of the foundry up and running,
but no other work could proceed for a little over a month. Mining work
continued to dribble in, but the Foundry was now almost working on a
hand-to-mouth basis.72
The first of the Bendigo tram motors was ready for a trial run on the
Skipton line of the Ballarat tramway system at the end of September
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1892. Progress on the steam trams had so impressed the management
of the Victorian Railways that it had already asked the Phoenix Foundry to
tender for two similar but slightly larger motors to the gauge of 5-ft 3in.73 These motors cost £1600 and made their test runs in May 1893.74
They were later classed “Z” by the VR and were used on lightly-trafficked
lines. At least one of these locomotives would stay close to home and
work on the line to Buninyong.75
However, trade in general remained dull. A major disappointment for the
Phoenix Foundry was its failure to secure a contract for the Melbourne &
Metropolitan Board of Works pumping station at Spotswood. The Phoenix
Foundry had sought quotations from Hathorn, Davey & Company for
pumping machinery, whilst the boilers and valves would be supplied from
Ballarat. The contract was secured by Thompsons of Castlemaine for
what Shaw considered the “ridiculously low” sum of £38,925, which was
£8000 to £10,000 lower than the price of the pumping components from
Hathorn Davey FOB at the London docks.76
Lack of work was now a serious issue. Even small sums like the £250 per
locomotive to make the last five of the E-class locomotives six-coupled
were welcomed as additional income.77 In October 1893, a 20%
reduction in wages was implemented.78 A desperate search for mining
work resulted in an order for a 24-inch engine, three boilers and a forty
head battery for the Prince of Wales & Bonshaw Company. The last of the
E-class locomotives had left the Foundry on 25 October 1893, and things
appeared to improve once it became know that the Phoenix Foundry was
turning back to mining work.79 However, it was not to last. By early
1894 most of the senior hands had been forced to take leave and the
majority of the employees kept on were apprentices.80
From December 1893 until October 1905, the Phoenix Foundry manager’s
monthly reports to shareholders cease, and we are reliant on newspaper
reports for further information. Some mining work continued to keep the
Foundry alive, including a large contract for the Duke United mine at
Maryborough and the No.2 plant for the Victorian Gold Estates mine at
Moolort.81 Two orders for winding engines at Kalgoorlie and Kanowna in
West Australia also added some revenue to the Company coffers.82 In the
seven years from 1893 to 1900, no locomotives left the works. The glory
days were clearly over. The first hundred locomotives built by the
Phoenix Foundry had taken ten years to complete. The second hundred
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had taken only four years to complete at the height of the boom; the
third hundred took nine years. Even after the depression eased, things
were little better for the Phoenix Foundry. From 1900 to 1903, a mere
thirty-five locomotives, twenty of the AA and fifteen of the V-class, were
constructed (about one a month).

Above: A rare and obviously carefully-posed photograph of the
construction of an AA class locomotive inside the Phoenix Foundry in
1900. Source: ARHS Bulletin No.406, H.M.W. Clark Collection.
The crunch came when the pattern engine for the DD locomotive was
completed in 1903 at the Victorian Railway’s Newport Workshops. The
Phoenix Foundry was asked to tender for additional locomotives of this
class, but its tender and that of a rival firm, Austral Otis, were
considerably over the price expected by the VR. A competition was
instituted under which the VR and the Phoenix Foundry each completed
seven engines and the costs were compared. The resulting accounts were
disputed by the Phoenix Foundry, and a Royal Commission was instituted
which took evidence at Ballarat and Melbourne, and found that the
Newport locomotive was £447 per engine cheaper than the Phoenix
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Foundry. This was put down primarily to the higher wages paid in
Ballarat. As a result, the VR began to construct all its own engines, and
the Phoenix Foundry built its last locomotive at the end of 1904.83 To add
insult to injury, the VR is said to have poached many of the Phoenix’s
skilled staff to add to its Newport workshops to carry out the work.84
The loss of locomotive construction in Ballarat was the subject of much
political debate,85 but the economics of construction at a government
workshop handy to a seaport and paying no duty on machinery or raw
materials constituted an unwinnable argument. The Phoenix Foundry
again attempted to revive its mining market, constructing a winding
engine for the Golden Lake mine in WA,86 but the mining market had also
all but disappeared. By late November 1904, the last locomotive was
almost ready to leave the Phoenix works. It was builder’s number 356,
which eventually became D3 634, was taken off-register in 1941, and
subsequently scrapped. In the first week of December 1904 the Foundry
was expected to close its doors and lay off seventy workmen.87 Closure
was postponed by the construction of a winding engine for the Victoria
United mine at Ballarat in May 1905, and a cross-compound engine and
dry-back boiler for the Echunga Gold Hydraulic Sluicing Company in March
1906, a fitting return to the roots of the Company almost at the very
last.88
The death of Richard Greenwood Middleton in May 1905, who had risen
from Foundry clerk in 1856 to a principal shareholder and the
Chairmanship of the Company and who had been its guiding light in later
years89 must have come as a severe blow to an already ailing Company.
Not long afterwards, founding shareholder Thomas Bodycomb, successor
to William Shaw, also passed away. Not long before his death, Bodycomb
handed the management of the Company to Campbell Laird.90
Laird set about attempting to revitalise the Company. This would take a
substantial investment of £2,730 in improvements at a time when little
such spare cash could be expected. Some of the older machinery had to
be scrapped, and the rest repaired. Heavier drive shafting and belts
would be required to get the best out of the remaining machinery, and
modern tool steels had to be introduced. The cost of fuel had to be cut by
a third by the introduction of oil or gas engines as motive power and the
better management of waste heat for boiler power for a new compound
engine and the steam hammers. The moulding shop had to be enlarged,
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and better cost control and inventory management introduced. Finally,
the product line needed to be updated. The manufacture of modern oil
engines (which had already started in Ballarat), and of motor waggons
and lorries (both steam and petrol powered) was suggested. Boiler
fittings and steam valves were other potential product lines. If further
locomotive contracts could not be obtained (and that seemed to be the
prevailing opinion), then the Phoenix Foundry must diversify or die.91
The Company had already expanded its mining range to include dredging
and hydraulic sluicing equipment, including the plant for the Portuguese
Flat Company at Creswick and the Talbot Hydraulic Sluicing Company. A
spare set of similar plant was to be built for stock, and a portable steam
engine had been completed for the Coleraine butter factory.92 A steam
road roller (or at least a boiler for one) was also constructed for the
Ballarat City Council.93 However, none of this seemed likely to provide
sufficient cash flow to keep such a large enterprise at work. That volume
could only realistically come from locomotive construction. The end came
when an application to build thirty locomotives for the Victorian Railways
in June 1906 was rejected. A condition of the offer was that the
government was to supply all the materials and the Phoenix Foundry the
labour only – perhaps an indication of just how cash-strapped the
Company had become.94
By this time the Company’s overdraft was spiralling out of control.
Campbell Laird had no wish to preside over further losses, and
recommended closure to his directors.95 The final report to shareholders
at the end of the 1905-1906 financial year stated that:
Your directors regret that, owing to the amount of money outstanding on
dredging plants and other machinery, the working capital of your Company
was limited; and for this reason it was found impossible to take in sufficient
work to keep the Foundry and workmen fully employed. This meant a
greatly reduced staff and necessarily unprofitable business. After full
consideration of the situation it was decided to close the works at as early a
date as possible. This has been done, awaiting further consideration at the
coming general meeting with regard to future operations.96

The closure of the works marked the end of a long protectionist
experiment.97 The Phoenix Foundry paid its last wages on 20 July 190698
and went into voluntary liquidation at a meeting held on 22 October. At
that point there were twenty-nine shareholders holding between then
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1,250 £10 shares.99 Shortly afterwards, notices from the liquidator began
appearing in the Ballarat press.100 When the disbursement was complete,
each shareholder was paid just £8 per share.101 Some indication of the
effect of the company on the economic and social life of Ballarat was that
it had constructed 352 locomotives for the Victorian Railways at a total
value of £1,246,000, and a number of trucks, brake vans and carriages to
the value of £90,000. At its peak, the Phoenix Foundry employed 432
people, and in 23 years had spent £60,000 in fuel and £507,000 in
wages. Indirectly, it gave employment to hundreds more in the Ballart
district.102 William Shaw did not live to see the failure of his beloved
Company, having died in 1896.103
For a time, it appeared that the plant might be revived to continue the
manufacture of mining machinery or even sold to the Victorian
Government, but this was not to be, and the whole of the assets of the
Phoenix Foundry were sold to machinery merchants Cameron &
Sutherland in 1907, reputedly for £25,000 (actually only £16,000) – a
bargain basement price considering a total of £1,500,000 had been spent
on machinery over the years.104 Without the volume of business from
locomotive production, revival on the old scale was impossible. The
building was stripped of machine tools and, apart from a short section
between the street tramway rails, the locomotive delivery tramway along
Armstrong Street was pulled up.105 The siding to which the locomotives
were delivered was eventually removed and later converted into a car
park, although a short stub of the siding crossing Doveton Street North
remains in 2010.
The Phoenix Foundry building was taken over at various times by a
clothing manufacturer, motor garages and a livestock market, eventually
demolished, and replaced in 1990 by the Central Square shopping centre.
Today, very little remains of the Phoenix Foundry except its name applied
to a mall in Armstrong Street and an unrelated modern building of the
same name occupied by offices of the City of Ballarat. In the middle of
1989, excavations for the shopping centre revealed the pivot support for
the turntable used to transfer locomotives from the works onto the
tramway along Armstrong Street. It was believed that this could
eventually be incorporated into the shopping centre project.106 Today,
the last substantial evidence of the existence of the Phoenix Foundry is
four surviving complete locomotives of the 352 built for the Victorian
Railways, of which Y112 is the only operational example.
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Above: By 1964 all that remained of the Phoenix Foundry tramway was
two rails between the street tramway rails in Sturt Street.
Source: VPRS 421/P0000 unit 1283 file 60/9887

Above: The Phoenix Foundry is remembered today by this plaque
mounted in Armstrong Street opposite the site of the Foundry.
Photo: Peter Evans.
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Locomotive Y112
By the late 1880s the Victorian Railways was in need of a standard heavy
goods locomotive. The pattern locomotive for what was destined to be
the very successful Y-class was built by Kitson & Company of England,
builder’s number 3089 of 1888. It left the works on 17 May 1888
carrying the name “Victoria” on its cab side. It was of typical Kitson
inside-cylindered 0-6-0 design, with a semi-circular cut-out in the cab,
and displayed other typical Kitson characteristics in the scalloped form of
the tender frame. The cylinders were 18-in bore by 26-in stroke, and the
driving wheels were 4-ft 6½-in in diameter. (A number of Kitson
locomotives almost identical to this class but slightly smaller in cylinder
bore and wheel diameter were supplied to NSW railway contractors). All
were based on the Taff Vale Railway’s K-Class. Once in Melbourne, Kitson
3089 it was displayed at the Centennial Exhibition of 1888 before being
issued to general traffic as Victorian Railways number Y445. During
“Operation Phoenix” to rebuild the Victorian Railways following the Second
World War), it was renumbered Y121 in 1951 and finally withdrawn for
scrapping in 1954.107

Above: Kitson 3089 0f 1888, pattern engine for the Y-class.
Photo: Courtesy Richard Horne.
Thirty duplicates of this engine, numbered Y383 to Y441 (odd numbers
only), were built to the Kitson drawings by the Phoenix Foundry in
Ballarat under a tender submitted in February 1888. This subsequently
became contract 3089, and all thirty engines were built in 1889. The
engines left the works at regular intervals, and the last of the thirty
locomotives were being painted by the end of September 1889. The
contract had gone well, and was completed seven months and sixteen
days ahead of schedule.108
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Above: the Phoenix Foundry manager’s report for 19 July 1889 records
the delivery of engine No.419 (the middle engine of the three referred to)
- this group consisted of odd numbers only, and the middle engine of
these three would later become Y419 and subsequently Y112. It is clear
from the manager’s reports that all engines in a contract were numbered
sequentially as they were delivered.
Courtesy University of Melbourne Archives.
These locomotives were known as “heavies” by the enginemen and were
restricted to main lines by their axle-loading of 14-tons 7-cwt. The class
was so successful that, by 1891, the total built had been increased to 51
by the upgrading of the R class to RY.109 Starting in 1904, the original
130-psi boilers were replaced with larger 175-psi boilers which increased
the tractive effort by 25%. All of the boilers had been replaced by 1907.
The Y-class were very versatile locomotives, were involved in few
mishaps, and were commonly used on country goods and wheat trains as
well as on suburban passenger service.110 Fifteen of the original thirty
locomotives were still in service thirty years later.111
What was to become Victorian Railways Y112 was one of the original
batch built in 1889 (following a period of industrial unrest at the Phoenix
Foundry) and carried builder’s number 238. It was allocated to Victorian
Railways traffic on 24 July 1889 bearing the number Y419 and seems to
have spent its early years at North Melbourne. It received a new and
larger boiler in 1907 and the cylinders were replaced in 1911. It was
converted to a shunter in 1923 and, by 1926, was stationed at Bendigo
where it spent much of the remainder of its working life. It is likely that
the engine received its last new boiler in 1947.
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Above: Y112 shunting at Bendigo in 1961. Photo: Peter Charrett.
Y419 was re-numbered Y112 on 18 March 1951, and received its last
overhaul from 9 June 1952 to 9 April 1953. At this time, there were still
eleven of the class in active service but these were gradually withdrawn
from 1951 as more modern steam locomotives and small diesel shunters
became available.112

Above: Y106 shunts the sidings at Eureka in 1959. Photo: Richard Horne.
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By the end of 1957 there were still officially seven Y-Class steam
locomotives in service on the Victorian Railways, retained mainly for
shunting and the occasional banking duty – enormous longevity for an
1889 locomotive. Of the seven, one was stationed at Geelong, two at
Ballarat, two at Bendigo, one at North Melbourne and one stored at
Newport Workshops.113 Few ventured far onto the main line, although
Y106 spent a day in revenue service hauling a goods train between
Geelong and Ballarat in April 1959 whilst acquiring a replacement tender
at the Newport workshops. This was perhaps the last occasion on which
the Y-class, the mainstay of VR goods operations in the 1890s and still
running with a non-superheated boiler, could be seen doing the job for
which it was originally designed.114
The end was clearly near for these seven elderly locomotives. With more
modern steam locomotives displaced by diesels available for shunting
duties, an extension of life for the Y class was never going to be
economical. Between March 1959 and April 1961 five were withdrawn
from service and scrapped, leaving Y108 and Y112 as the last two in
service.115 Fortunately, both locomotives entered preservation. The last
in active service was Y108, which was withdrawn from service on 20
August 1963 and immediately entered the ARHS railway museum at
Williamstown.
Y112 had already been officially withdrawn from service as a Bendigo
shunter in March 1961 following an incident in which it broke the
crankpins on both leading wheels, seriously damaging the coupling rods in
the process. It was quickly cannibalised to keep Y108 in service, and
Y112 lost its entire left-hand motion gear (connecting rod, piston rod,
crosshead, slide bars, cylinder and valve chest covers, valves and valve
gear). Other parts removed were the class and number plates, brake
blocks, blower valve, all the copper piping in the cab, and all the valve
handles. The Ballarat Historical Society had been trying since 1960 to
acquire a Phoenix-built locomotive for preservation, and Y112 was fast
becoming its last and somewhat forlorn hope. In 1960 the cost for a YClass had been £1284 (scrap value less the cost of scrapping). Y112 was
now offered to the BHS for £200 as is, where is. There things might have
remained, but the City of Ballaarat swung in behind the BHS in 1964 to
support the purchase. After pressure was applied to the Railway
Commissioners, the VR agreed to replace all the missing parts and sell
the locomotive for £300 plus £50 for transport to Ballarat. In addition, it
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would steam clean the locomotive prior to dispatching it to Ballarat. On 4
March 1965, the City of Ballaarat forwarded a cheque in payment for the
locomotive and its transport. By 1 June 1965, the locomotive was
mechanically complete and ready for transport. The City of Ballaarat had
chosen a display site and made the necessary engineering arrangements
by 11 February 1966, and Y112 was readied for its return to its
birthplace.116
On 27 February 1966, the engine was moved from the Doveton siding
along sections of temporary track (taken up and re-laid along Armstrong
Street as the engine moved forwards) to a site next to the Civic Hall,
where it was displayed facing the works from which it had emerged in
1889.117 The locomotive was surrounded by a low fence and painted dark
green with its boiler bands polished.118 It stayed in this position for
nineteen years. The possibility of attracting Bicentennial funding for a
return to service was the impetus for its next move. On Thursday 2 May
1985, the locomotive was lifted by crane, placed on a low-loader, and
taken to the SEC siding at North Ballarat depot for restoration to
operational condition. The work, to be undertaken by Steamrail Victoria
(Ballarat Davison) was expected to take two years.119
By 23 June 1988, dismantling was well underway, with the cab having
been sandblasted and primed, the brass window surrounds polished, and
new glazing fitted. A new air compressor was obtained from the Puffing
Billy Preservation Society, the wheels were removed and sent to Geelong
for machining, the springs were receiving attention at the Ballarat North
Workshops, and a tentative launch date had been set for December
1988.120 The boiler was washed-out, and appeared to be in good
condition, although a new ash-pan was required. One piston proved
difficult to remove, and two new slide valves had to be made. The tender
water valves were overhauled as were the feed-water injectors.121 The
scheduled launch day (and Austeam ’88) passed into history with the
locomotive still unfinished. However, the work progressed steadily and,
by January 1989, the springs and wheel sets had been returned from the
workshops and the cylinder and valve covers had been machined. New
maker’s plates had been cast.122 However, the money and enthusiasm
were at their end and, for a time, the project stalled, and the Ballarat
Historical Society even considered retrieving the locomotive for static
display at the Gold Museum.
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The project was revitalised in the workshops of the West Coast Railway at
Ballarat East. Volunteers carried out the work in their own time after the
workshops closed. It was decided to re-bore the cylinders and this led to
the fabrication of new pistons. A total of five Y-class wheel sets were
available from those retrieved from Y112 and Y109 (the Nowingi loco),
and the best three were chosen, the tyres turned and the crank pins
machined. Thirty-six stays were replaced in the boiler. On 8 September
1995 the loco was re-wheeled. By early 1996 the locomotive was
virtually complete, and two trial trips were carried out. After the second
of these, the crew was so confident that shunting the Ballarat East yard
was carried out with Y112 rather than a diesel locomotive. On 30 March
1996, the locomotive ran its first tour. After thirty years in the doldrums,
Y112 was back in service.123
It ran a succession of trips for a few years. With the closure of the West
Coast Railway in August 2004, the locomotive was returned to Ballarat
and the care of Steamrail Victoria. It ran a few trips under Steamrail’s
management, including one to Maryborough on 10 September 2005, and
it was for this occasion that the locomotive had its last boiler examination.
On 26 March 2006, Y112 was steamed at the Ballarat East workshops to
celebrate ten years since its restoration.
Cracks had been identified in the wheel centres, and the worst of these
was stitched prior to the proposed use of the locomotive in the celebration
of the 150 anniversary of the railway to Geelong in 2007. The locomotive
failed to make it to the Geelong celebrations for a number of reasons, not
all related to its condition. The current status of the locomotive is that it
is available for traffic, but this would have to be on a trip by trip basis due
to the need to check the wheels regularly. The tyres are also thin and will
need to be replaced sooner rather than later. In 2006 a quote was
obtained from South Africa for a new set of tyres and a price was to be
obtained from a local pattern maker in order that new wheel centres
might be cast. For some time, no trips could be run due to lack of water
at the Ballarat East site, but this was rectified in mid 2009. There are
continuing issues with the Ballarat East site, but these are being worked
through. Recently, part of the insurance payout from the destruction
K183 in the Benalla level crossing accident has been earmarked for the
re-wheeling of Y112.124
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Current condition of the locomotive
All locomotives cease to be original almost from the moment they leave
the works. Valves and boiler fittings are usually the first things changed.
Bearings are the next to go, followed by the boiler. Wheel tyres wear and
are cut off, and new tyres are shrunk on. Parts are damaged in collisions
and derailments and are replaced. Couplings and buffing gear are
changed. Sometimes the wheel arrangement is altered to meet changing
needs for motive power, or the locomotive’s owners look kindly on their
crews and improve the cab. Tenders are swapped between locomotives.
Towards the end of their working lives, a class of locomotives may be
cannibalised to provide parts to keep others of the class in service.
Usually, the only parts of a locomotive that can be said to be original are
the cylinders, frames, axles and wheel centres. Nevertheless, if these
changes can be identified, they do not necessarily detract from the
heritage value of a surviving locomotive – instead, they become a means
of demonstrating patterns of use during the life of the locomotive. All of
this applies to the surviving Phoenix Foundry locomotives, including Y112.
We know that (at the very minimum) work carried out on Y112
includes:125
Parts fitted during VR ownership:
 Enlarged boiler 1907
 New cylinders 1911
 New boiler 1947
 Frames extended by 18 inches for fitting of automatic couplers
 Replacement parts from Y413 (Beaufort disaster engine)
 Replacement parts from various RY class locomotives
 Replacement slide bars from an E-class locomotive
 Fireman’s side spectacle window from Kitson 3089 (pattern engine).
Parts fitted in preservation:
 Replacement front buffers and smoke box door handle 1965
 New ash pan and builder’s plates 1988
 New slide valves 1988
 Mix of driving wheels from Y112 and Y109 1995
 Cylinders re-bored and new pistons fabricated 1995
 Reversing wheel from D3608 fitted 1995
 New compressor and turbogenerator fitted 1995
 Centre tender axle swapped with Y108 1995
 Lubrication upgraded and new brake valve fitted 1995
 New cow-catcher fabricated 1995.
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It can therefore be seen that little remains of the original Phoenix-built
locomotive apart from the frames. Nevertheless, what remains is faithful
to the general design and to its Victorian Railways history.

Above: Y112 just prior to its first test run. Photo: Steve Munro.
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Comparative analysis
Of the 361 locomotives built by the Phoenix Foundry for private and
government clients,126 only four survive complete today, a little over 1%
of the total locomotive output of the works.
The oldest of these is F176, a 2-4-2T (originally 2-4-0), Phoenix builder’s
number 61 of 1879 and based on a Beyer Peacock pattern engine. F176
survived as the works shunter at H. V. Mackay/Massey-Ferguson at
Sunshine from 1920 until donated to the ARHS Williamstown Railway
Museum in 1961. Although heavily modified in 1911, it is the oldest
surviving complete locomotive in Victoria. (The side frames and one
wheel set of a 2-4-0WT built by Robert Stephenson circa 1859 exist at
Leneva, just south of Wodonga. The honour of being the oldest surviving
Australian-built locomotive languishes with Ballaarat in a park at
Busselton, WA). The current condition of F176, whilst representative of
its condition in later VR service, renders it almost unrecognisable as the
engine that left the Phoenix Foundry in 1879. We know from a visit from
the boiler inspector in 1934 whilst the locomotive was in service at H. V.
Mackay that its boiler had been replaced by a larger one built in the VR
workshops in 1900127, probably that still fitted. This boiler is of the later
type fitted with Ramsbottom safety valves above the firebox. There is a
knuckle coupling on the rear of the locomotive, but an original hook and
link coupling on the headstock.128 Very likely, not much above the level
of the footplate is of original Phoenix Foundry construction and we know
that below the footplate the frames were modified to turn it from a 2-4-0
to a 2-4-2T in 1911.

Above: Builder’s plate of F176. Photo: Peter Evans
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Above: F176 in close to original condition. Photo: ARHS Archives.

F176 as preserved at the ARHS Railway Museum. Photo: Peter Evans.
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Also at Williamstown is T94, a copy of a Beyer Peacock pattern 0-6-0,
Phoenix builder’s number 144 of 1884, which last worked at the Newport
Power Station from 1933 until 1951. There was a very tight curve to be
negotiated at the power station, and the centre driver of T94 was re-tyred
with a wider and flangeless tyre for this duty. It acquired a Baldwin-style
W Class semi-bogie tender replacing its original six-wheeled rigid tender
at the same time.129 The locomotive has the larger and later boiler circa
1901-1905 pressed to 160-psi with Ramsbottom safety valves above the
firebox. However, its larger boiler and tender aside, T94 appears very
much as it did when it left the Phoenix Foundry in 1884.130

T94 as preserved at the ARHS Railway Museum. Photo: Peter Evans.

Above: Phoenix plate on the centre splasher of T94. Photo: Peter Evans
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The third Phoenix Foundry locomotive at Williamstown is Y108, an 0-6-0,
builder’s number 226 of 1888, which last worked as a VR shunter at North
Melbourne until 1963. At the time of its withdrawal it was the VR’s oldest
working locomotive. Y108 was fitted with a larger boiler pressed to 175psi between 1904 and 1907 (which required modifications to the cab) and
had its frames extended by 18-inches to accommodate automatic
couplings.131 These features aside, the locomotive appears to be as
originally-built below the footplate and is visually representative of the
original Phoenix product.132

Above: Builder’s plate of Y108. Photo: Peter Evans

Y108 as preserved at the ARHS Railway Museum. Photo: Peter Evans.
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F176, T94 and Y108 are currently static exhibits. The fourth complete
locomotive is, of course, the subject of this report, Y112, an 0-6-0,
Phoenix builder’s number 238 of 1889. Parts of a fifth locomotive built by
the Phoenix Foundry survive in the frames of an 0-6-0, Phoenix builder’s
number 235 of 1889 (originally Y413, but last numbered by the Victorian
railways as Y109). In December 1954 the locomotive was withdrawn
from VR service and, in 1956, the boiler and cab were removed and the
locomotive was converted to diesel power for use on the Brunswick
Plaster Mill line at Nowingi. By the early 1980s it had been withdrawn
from service and, on 24 March 1986 it was towed to Nowingi to enter
preservation. Its diesel engine has been removed, but the locomotive
retains its steam cylinder block and sandboxes as last in service.133
However, parts were cannibalized for the restoration of Y112 and the
locomotive is currently in a semi-dismantled condition.

Above: Y 413/109 at Nowingi. Photo: John Dare, Newsrail, July 1986.
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The four complete Phoenix Foundry locomotives are the oldest surviving
locomotives built in Victoria and still in Victoria. Of the 361 locomotives
built by the Phoenix Foundry, 147 or 40.7% of the total were of the 0-6-0
wheel configuration spread across the classes Q, U, O, old R, T, X, and
Y,134 so Y112 could be said to be very representative of the firm’s output.
Moreover, it was built in 1889, the peak of locomotive production at the
Phoenix Foundry.
The only other known items of Phoenix-built machinery to survive are the
late 1870s tandem-compound stationary engine in daily use driving the
battery at Sovereign Hill; the model locomotive built in 1877 by the
Phoenix Foundry apprentices for the 1878 Juvenile exhibition135 and now
in the collection of the Gold Museum Ballarat; and a lubricator owned by
John Norris at Lake Goldsmith. There is the body of a Y-class tender used
as a tank near Maldon, although parts of it may not be original because of
the absence of flared sides.136 Partially cut-up remains of whay may be a
Phoenix boiler exist at the Buxton Sawmilling Company at Buxton.137
Another interesting possibility is the foundation ring of a twin-firebox Oclass or B-class boiler currently in the railway yard at Ballarat East,
obtained from a scrap dealer in Colac and probably ex Pettit’s sawmill in
the Otways.138 In addition, the paddle steamer “Adelaide” has eccentrics,
straps and link motion from a Phoenix-built New-R class locomotive which
were fitted in 1936.139 The paddle steamer “Gem” at Swan Hill is reputed
to have the boiler of a Y-Class steam locomotive,140 but this is probably a
VR-built replacement rather than an original Phoenix Foundry boiler.
Only one item of Phoenix Foundry rolling-stock survives. This is the body
of a four-wheeled railway carriage built in Ballarat in 1877, originally
numbered 61A and last numbered 382YH. The body was removed from its
frame in 1929 and is currently at the Seymour Railway Heritage Centre
sitting on the iron underframe of 1WZ (the original 1877 underframe
would have been wood). The oldest operational railway carriages in
Victoria are those of the veteran train, 40X (Brown & Marshall, UK 1883),
309Y (William Williams, Victoria 1886), 69YZ (VR Newport, Victoria,
1886). Only one older carriage, built in 1875 at the VR Williamstown
workshops, survives in Victoria (body only), that of 12AB which is in the
Railway Museum at Williamstown.141 This leaves 61A as the second
oldest surviving railway carriage in the state and the oldest survivor built
by a private company, the Phoenix Foundry. This carriage is unlikely to
be restored at its present location, and a case might be made for its
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return to Ballarat to be rebuilt and reunited with locomotive Y112 if
sufficient funding could be obtained. As this carriage is one of the earliest
built by the Phoenix Foundry, it is of great historic and scientific
significance to Ballarat.

Above: Diagram of carriage 61A (Source: Victorian Railways 1904)

Above: Carriage 61A stored on the underframe of 1WZ at the Seymour
Rail Heritage Centre. (Photo: courtesy Peter Medlin).
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So where does the Phoenix Foundry rate in relation to other private
companies building locomotives for the Victorian Railways? Prior to the
concentration of locomotive construction at the Newport Workshops (plus
a few at VR workshops in Ballarat and Bendigo) these companies
included:142
Robison Bros.
Robison Bros., Campbell & Sloss
D. Munro & Company
Thompsons of Castlemaine
Walkers of Maryborough
Total

8 x C Class
25 x R Class
25 x E Class
40 x DD class
20 x DD Class
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1880-1881
1889-1891
1892-1894
1902-1917
1902-1913
1880-1917

It can readily be seen that this combined output by all other Australian
builders for the Victorian Railways totals only one-third of the output of
the Phoenix Foundry of 352 locomotives for the Victorian Railways. Of
interest are the facts that D. Munro & Company was involved in the
construction of the Moorabool viaduct on the Geelong-Ballarat Railway,
Walkers of Maryborough had its origins in Ballarat, and Thompsons of
Castlemaine was, like the Phoenix Foundry, a Victorian goldfields
engineering firm.
Locomotives from the Phoenix Foundry operated in Victoria, South
Australia and Western Australia. The Phoenix Foundry was demonstrably
one of the “Big Four” private steam locomotive construction companies in
Australia. It is obvious from the statistics outlined in Appendix 2 that the
Phoenix Foundry, as the third-largest privately-owned steam locomotive
builder in Australia, was highly significant in both a state and national
context. The four complete Phoenix locomotives, albeit all somewhat
modified, are rare and early survivors from that builder and demonstrate
some of the ways in which the locomotives were adapted during their
working lives for changing railway needs. Whilst they do not include the
oldest locomotive preserved in Australia (that honour belongs to 1855
Locomotive No.1 in the Powerhouse Museum in Sydney), or the oldest by
a Victorian builder (1871 Ballaarat plinthed in a park in WA), they are
early survivors from an important Colonial builder and, as a result, have a
very high degree of significance.
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Criteria for assessment and management
The criteria for heritage assessment in this report are informed by
Significance 2.0 published by the Collections Council of Australia (2009),
available for download at:
http://significance.collectionscouncil.com.au/print
Management guidelines in this report are informed by the Burra Charter
of Australia ICOMOS (1999), available for download at:
http://www.icomos.org/australia/

Statement of Significance
Y112 is significant to the State of Victoria for the following reasons:


Y112 is historically significant as a rare surviving artefact of a
privately-owned Victorian locomotive builder and the only one in
operational condition. In addition, the locomotive is a rare practical
demonstration of the protectionist policy pursued by Victoria in the
late nineteenth century. It is also an artefact of the railway “boom
and bust” period of great importance to the economic history of the
State of Victoria. Regionally, it is important to telling the story of
heavy engineering as part of the development of the City of
Ballarat.



Y112 is aesthetically significant as an excellent example of a period
when locomotive development in Victoria was principally influenced
by British design principles. With its motion almost entirely hidden
within the frames and its symmetrical wheel arrangement, it
presents the clean lines typical of British locomotives of the period
with minor adaptations to the cab to better suit it to local
conditions.



Y112 is scientifically significant for presenting the opportunity to
further study the metallurgy and engineering principles of a locally
built locomotive, especially in relation to the frames. It also
demonstrates the changes made to the locomotive to adapt it to the
changing needs of the Victorian Railways. Further, it is significant
as a rare surviving example built by the third-largest privatelyowned manufacturer of railway locomotives in Australia.
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Y112 is socially significant as a testament to the pride of
workmanship embodied in the products of the Phoenix Foundry, a
significant employer of Ballarat labour from 1856 to 1906. The
Phoenix Foundry is principally remembered in Ballarat by the
naming of significant places close to the City centre, and the
survival of just four complete locomotives (of which Y112 is the only
operational example) enhances this link.



The provenance of the Y112 is well documented, including the
significant events in its history and a reasonably complete record of
the changes which have occurred over its lifetime.



Y112 is both a rare survivor of the locomotive products of the
Phoenix Foundry (only 1% survive) as well as representative of the
most common wheel arrangement produced by the Phoenix
Foundry, and was built at the height of the Foundry’s output.



Whilst changes have occurred to Y112 during its period of active
service, these do not detract from the significance of the locomotive
as they demonstrate the changing needs of the Victorian Railways
over an extended period of time. Its context is enhanced by the
ability to demonstrate the locomotive in its working environment.

It should be noted that the historic, aesthetic, scientific and social criteria
also apply equally to carriage 61A, which is also of State significance.
Serious consideration should be given to acquiring and conserving this
important piece of Phoenix-built rolling stock. It is unlikely that
accreditation for mainline operation would be granted if reconstructed
with a wooden underframe, so this carriage might be better suited for
static preservation at a suitable location such as the Ballarat railway
station or the Gold Museum. Alternatively, with a new steel underframe
(since the original is missing anyway), the carriage could be used in for
operational purposes in conjunction with Y112.
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Future Management
There seems to be no valid reason why Y112 should not be kept in steam
and demonstrated within its operational context for as long as possible.
Three examples from the Phoenix Foundry exist in the collection of the
ARHS Railway Museum at Williamstown, all of which predate Y112 and of
which T94 (apart from the tender and boiler) appears to be the closest to
original condition. Y108 is probably the next best example – an excellent
“snapshot” of its condition on withdrawal from service. The only rider to
this recommendation is that all the locomotives in the ARHS museum
could currently be considered “at risk” as they are stored in the open in a
salt-air environment. Every other Australian state-based railway museum
has attracted sufficient government funding to ensure that its
irreplaceable exhibits are stored under cover - except Victoria. Despite
the fact that an excellent venue with impeccable context exists adjacent
to the Williamstown Museum in the VR Newport Workshops, access has
consistently been refused by the State Government because of the
perceived sale value of the asset. Y112 is the only Phoenix-built
locomotive currently stored under cover and hence the only one which
could not be considered “at risk” from future deterioration.
That aside, we know a great deal about the changes made to Y112 during
its life in service with the Victorian Railways. We know that the only
major component left from its construction at the Phoenix Foundry is the
frame of the locomotive. Therefore, the overriding concern should be the
continued conservation and preservation of that frame. Apart from the
frame, replacing like with like under the recommendations of the Burra
Charter of Australia ICOMOS, secure storage of parts removed in a nondestructive manner, and identification of replacement parts as and when
they are required allied with good record keeping (a requirement for
accreditation of the locomotive anyway) would seem to be the best policy.
Re-wheeling the locomotive in line with the Burra Charter would be an
acceptable intervention in line with Victorian Railways practice.
Intervention in the fabric of the frame of the locomotive would be the
point at which a serious decision about its withdrawal from service would
have to be made. At that point, the locomotive would ideally be
reassembled with as many of its “last in VR service” parts as possible,
conserved, and placed on secure public display.
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Appendix 1: The Demise of the Y-Class in VR service
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Source: VPRS 13978/P0001 unit 3:
Annual statements concerning engine stock.

The class as built by the Phoenix Foundry of Ballarat in 1889 originally
numbered thirty locomotives. By 1928, that number had been halved.
Note that numbers of Y-class locomotives were held constant throughout
the Second World War when motive power was in extremely high
demand, then were progressively scrapped from the early 1950s as the
Victorian Railways completed “Operation Phoenix” to revitalise the
railways after the War.
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Appendix 2 – Locomotive statistics
Steam locomotives built by the Phoenix Foundry Ballarat by year
40
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Source: Medlin 1984
Main-line steam locomotives built by Australian private companies
(Includes government lines and private lines taken over by government. Builders that
constructed less than eight locomotives are omitted for the sake of clarity).

Atlas Engineering NSW
Mort & Co NSW
Springall & Frost QLD
David Munro & Co VIC
Robison Bros VIC
Vale & Lacy / Henry Vale NSW
Thompsons VIC
Toowoomba Foundry QLD
Evans, Anderson, Phelan QLD
James Martin / Perry SA
Phoenix Foundry VIC
Clyde Engineering NSW
Walkers Ltd QLD

Sources: Armstrong 1985; Cave et al 2002; Fluck et al 1986; Medlin
1987; Medlin 1984; West 1994; personal communications, Bruce Belbin,
John Browning and Peter Medlin.
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Appendix 3- Tariff vs. Employment in Victorian
Manufactories 1860-1890

Vertical lines indicate years in which there were major tariff
increases. Source: Hargreaves 1999: p196.
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Appendix 4: Phoenix Foundry boilers registered under the Boilers
Inspection Act 1906: VPRS 7854
Unit
P2/01
P2/05
P2/05
P2/05
P2/08
P2/08
P2/09
P2/21
P2/22
P2/26
P2/30

BIA
0004
0431
0479
0480
0705
0706
0867
2099
2166
2522
2949

Type
Vertical
Multitubular
Cornish
Cornish
Locomotive
Dryback
Jackass
Cornish
Locomotive
IFMT
Locomotive

Owner
Felton & Grimwade
J. Kennon & Sons
Swallow & Aerial
Swallow & Aerial
Ballarat City Council
Ballarat City Council
Robert Harper
Barnett Glass & Rubber
J. McBurnie
David Mitchell
A. Moloney

Location
Spencer Street
Richmond
Port Melbourne
Port Melbourne
Road roller depot
Alfredton
Port Melbourne
Footscray
Picola West
Burnley
Picola

P2/50
P2/50

4940
4941

Locomotive
Locomotive

Miller Brothers
E. Smedley

Ballarat
Ferguson

Whilst Boiler registrations were not required until 1906 (when the Phoenix
Foundry closed) nor extended to country areas until 1911, this list gives
an approximate picture of the range of non-mining boilers constructed by
the firm in its latter years. (There are no Phoenix-built boilers listed in
the extant mining records VPRS 9534, 1927-1944).
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Sources
Original files and records
University of Melbourne Archives: Phoenix Foundry Managers Report Book 1885-1906.
Accessed via the Baillieu Library, University of Melbourne.
VPRS
VPRS
VPRS
VPRS
VPRS
VPRS

8268/P0001: Index to Defunct Trading Company files; fiche 120 panel 17.
932/P0000: Defunct Trading Company registration files; unit 15 file 201.
7854/P00001 and /P00002: First registrations of steam boilers 1906-1935.
12800/P00001: Victorian Railways photographic collection c1900-c2000.
421/P0001 Victorian Railways Secretary’s inward registered correspondence.
13978/P0001: Victorian Railways rolling-stock history records

Newspapers and periodicals
The Argus, The Advertiser SA, The Brisbane Courier, Northern Territory Times & Gazette, The
Sydney Morning Herald, The West Australian and The Hobart Mercury. 1856-1906. Accessed via
the National Library of Australia newspaper scanning program
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